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Sensitivity Analysis Without Assumptions

Peng Ding\textsuperscript{a} and Tyler J. VanderWeele\textsuperscript{b}

\textbf{Abstract:} Unmeasured confounding may undermine the validity of causal inference with observational studies. Sensitivity analysis provides an attractive way to partially circumvent this issue by assessing the potential influence of unmeasured confounding on causal conclusions. However, previous sensitivity analysis approaches often make strong and untestable assumptions such as having an unmeasured confounder that is binary, or having no interaction between the effects of the exposure and the confounder on the outcome, or having only one unmeasured confounder. Without imposing any assumptions on the unmeasured confounder or confounders, we derive a bounding factor and a sharp inequality such that the sensitivity analysis parameters must satisfy the inequality if an unmeasured confounder is to explain away the observed effect estimate or reduce it to a particular level. Our approach is easy to implement and involves only two sensitivity parameters. Surprisingly, our bounding factor, which makes no simplifying assumptions, is no more conservative than a number of previous sensitivity analysis techniques that do make assumptions. Our new bounding factor implies not only the traditional Cornfield conditions that both the relative risk of the exposure on the confounder and that of the confounder on the outcome must satisfy but also a higher threshold that the maximum of these relative risks must satisfy. Furthermore, this new bounding factor can be viewed as a measure of the strength of confounding between the exposure and the outcome induced by a confounder.

\textit{(Epidemiology} 2016;27: 368–377)\n
Causal inference with observational studies is of great interest and importance in many scientific disciplines. Although unmeasured confounding between the exposure and the outcome may bias the estimation of the true causal effect, an approach often called “sensitivity analysis” or “bias analysis” over a range of sensitivity parameters sometimes allows researchers to make causal inferences even without full control of the confounders of the relationship between the exposure and outcome.

Sensitivity analysis plays a central role in assessing the influence of the unmeasured confounding on the causal conclusions. However, many sensitivity analysis techniques often require additional untestable assumptions. For instance, some authors assume a single binary confounder.\textsuperscript{1–6} Researchers also often assume a homogeneity assumption that there is no interaction between the effects of the exposure and the confounder on the outcome.\textsuperscript{5–9} Some sensitivity analysis techniques only allow one to assess how strong an unmeasured confounder would have to be to completely explain away an effect\textsuperscript{1–3,10,11} but do not allow one to assess what the effect estimate might be under weaker unmeasured confounding scenarios (i.e., do not allow one to do sensitivity analysis under alternative hypotheses). Performing sensitivity analysis under alternative hypotheses can be quite challenging due to more parameters needed in the sensitivity analysis. The Cornfield et al. early study\textsuperscript{1} on sensitivity analysis for the cigarette smoking and lung cancer association, which helped initiate the entire field of sensitivity analysis, in fact made all three simplifying assumptions: a single binary confounder, no interaction, and only sensitivity analysis for the null hypothesis of no causal effect. Although some sensitivity analysis results exist for general confounders,\textsuperscript{8,12} they are only easy to implement under some of the above simplifying assumptions.

In this article, we propose a new bounding factor and sensitivity analysis technique without any assumptions about the unmeasured confounder or confounders. None of the assumptions of the null hypothesis, a single binary confounder, or no interaction is required for using the bounding factor. Nonetheless, our new bounding factor, which makes no simplifying assumptions, is no more conservative than many previous sensitivity analysis techniques that do make assumptions and is furthermore easy to implement. Moreover, we show that the new bounding factor implies not only the classical Cornfield conditions\textsuperscript{1} that both the relative risk of the exposure on the confounder and that of the confounder on the outcome must satisfy but also a stronger condition that the maximum of these relative risks must satisfy. The new bounding factor can be viewed as a measure of the strength of confounding between the exposure and the outcome resulting from the confounder. We begin by considering outcomes that are binary and extend our results further to time-to-event and non-negative count or continuous outcomes. We consider both ratio and difference scales.
The claim that our technique is “without assumptions” requires some clarification. As we will see below, we will, without any assumptions, be able to make statements of the form: “For an observed association to be due solely to unmeasured confounding, two sensitivity analysis parameters must satisfy [a specific inequality].” We will also, without assumptions, be able to make statements of the form: “For unmeasured confounding alone to be able to reduce an observed association [to a given level], two sensitivity analysis parameters must satisfy [another specific inequality].” We believe the ability to make statements of this form without imposing any specific structure on the nature of the unmeasured confounder or confounders constitutes a major advance in the literature.

However, if statements are made of the form, “If the sensitivity analysis parameter take [specified values], then such unmeasured confounding can reduce the observed estimate by no more than [a specific level],” then the specification of the sensitivity analysis parameters could itself of course be viewed as an assumption. Moreover, when placing the results within a counterfactual or potential outcomes framework, the assumptions implicit within that framework of course would be needed also to give a potential outcomes interpretation to the sensitivity analysis. Thus, certain types of statements concerning the sensitivity of conclusions to unmeasured confounding can be made “without assumptions,” while other types of statements do require assumptions concerning the specification of the sensitivity analysis parameters themselves, or those implicit within the potential outcomes framework.

Our title perhaps merits one further qualification which is that what is called in this article “sensitivity analysis” is generally now referred to as “bias analysis” in the epidemiologic literature. Moreover, such “bias analysis” is relevant not only to problems of unmeasured confounding but also measurement error and selection bias, and our focus in this article only concerns unmeasured confounding. The term “sensitivity analysis” is, however, still employed in statistics, econometrics, and in many of the social sciences for issues of unmeasured confounding. We believe the technique presented in this article will be useful across this range of disciplines and have chosen to use the broader term, while acknowledging that terminology in epidemiology has shifted.

**SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: A NEW BOUNDING FACTOR**

Let $E$ denote the exposure, $D$ denote a binary outcome, $C$ denote the measured confounders, and $U$ denote one or more unmeasured confounders. We will assume for what follows that the exposure $E$ is binary, but all of the results on sensitivity analysis below are also applicable to a categorical or continuous exposure and could be applied comparing any two levels of $E$. For ease of notation, we assume that the unmeasured confounder $U$ is categorical with levels $0, 1, \ldots, K-1$. But all the conclusions hold for $U$ of general type (categorical, continuous, or mixed; single or multiple confounders). We provide proofs and theoretical technical details for general $U$ in the eAppendix (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16).

Let $\text{RR}_{\text{obs}} = P(D = 1|E = 1, C = c)/P(D = 1|E = 0, C = c)$ denote the observed relative risk of the exposure $E$ on the outcome $D$ within stratum of measured confounders $C = c$. Define $\text{RR}_{\text{EUC}, k|c} = P(U = k|E = 1, C = c)/P(U = k|E = 0, C = c)$ as the relative risk of exposure on category $k$ of the unmeasured confounder within stratum of measured confounders $C = c$. We use $\text{RR}_{\text{EUC}} = \max_k \text{RR}_{\text{EUC}, k|c}$ to denote the maximum of these relative risks between $E$ and $U$, which we will call the maximal relative risk of $E$ on $U$ within stratum $C = c$. Define

$$\text{RR}_{\text{UD}|E=0,c} = \frac{\max_k P(D = 1|E = 0, C = c, U = k)}{\min_k P(D = 1|E = 0, C = c, U = k)}$$

as the maximum of the effect of $U$ on $D$ among the unexposed comparing any two categories of $U$ (i.e., the ratio of the maximum and minimum of the probabilities of the outcome over strata of $U$ without exposure and within stratum $C = c$); similarly, define

$$\text{RR}_{\text{UD}|E=1,c} = \frac{\max_k P(D = 1|E = 1, C = c, U = k)}{\min_k P(D = 1|E = 1, C = c, U = k)}$$

as the maximum of the effect of $U$ on $D$ among the exposed comparing any two categories of $U$ (i.e., the ratio of the maximum and minimum of the probabilities of the outcome over strata of $U$ with exposure and within stratum $C = c$). We use $\text{RR}_{\text{UD|E}} = \max(\text{RR}_{\text{UD|E=1,c}}, \text{RR}_{\text{UD|E=0,c}})$ to denote the maximum of the relative risks between $U$ and $D$ with and without exposure, defined as the maximal relative risk of $U$ on $D$ within stratum $C = c$. Note that if $U$ is a vector that contains multiple unmeasured confounders, then $\text{RR}_{\text{EUC}}$ and $\text{RR}_{\text{UD|E}}$ are defined as the maximum relative risk comparing any two categories of the vector $U$.

If $C$ and $U$ suffice to control for confounding for the effect of $E$ on $D$, the standardized relative risk

$$\text{RR}_{\text{true}_{\text{ED|C}}} = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{K-1} P(D = 1|E = 1, C = c, U = k)P(U = k|C = c)}{\sum_{k=0}^{K-1} P(D = 1|E = 0, C = c, U = k)P(U = k|C = c)}$$

is the true causal relative risk of the exposure $E$ on the outcome $D$ within stratum $C = c$. In the main text, we focus the discussion on the whole population. We further show in eAppendix 2 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16) that all the conclusions also hold for exposed and unexposed subpopulations. We will for the next several sections assume all analyses are carried out within strata of $C$, and thus the condition $C = c$ is omitted and kept implicitly in all the conditional probabilities (e.g., $\text{RR}_{\text{obs}}$ is replaced by $\text{RR}_{\text{ED}}$ for notational simplicity). Later in the article, we will comment on how the results are applicable to estimation averaged over $C$, rather than conditional on $C$.
The relative risk pair \((RR_{EU}, RR_{UD})\) measures the strength of confounding between the exposure \(E\) and the outcome \(D\) induced by the confounder \(U\). Our main result ties the ratio of the observed relative risk \(RR_{obs}^{ED}\) adjusted only for measured confounders \(C\) and the true relative risk \(RR_{true}^{ED}\) adjusted also for unmeasured confounders \(U\), to the strength of confounding, \((RR_{EU}, RR_{UD})\). Without any assumptions, we have the following result:

**Result 1:**

\[
RR_{obs}^{ED} \geq RR_{true}^{ED} \geq \frac{RR_{EU} \times RR_{UD}}{RR_{EU} + RR_{UD} - 1}
\]

Result 1 shows that even in the presence of unmeasured confounding, the true relative risk must be at least as large as \(RR_{obs}^{ED}/(RR_{EU} \times RR_{UD})\). In eAppendix 2 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16), we provide a proof for Result 1 and also show that the inequality is sharp in the sense that we can always construct a model with a confounder \(U\) to attain the equality. The quantity \((RR_{EU} \times RR_{UD})/(RR_{EU} + RR_{UD} - 1)\) is a new joint bounding factor for the relative risk. Although quite simple, this bound using both \(RR_{EU}\) and \(RR_{UD}\) has several important implications.

First, the result essentially allows for sensitivity analysis without assumptions insofar as for an unmeasured confounder to reduce an observed estimated \(RR_{obs}^{ED}\) to an actual relative risk of \(RR_{true}^{ED}\), the sensitivity analysis parameters \(RR_{EU}\) and \(RR_{UD}\) must be sufficiently large to satisfy the inequality

\[
\frac{RR_{EU} \times RR_{UD}}{RR_{EU} + RR_{UD} - 1} \geq \frac{RR_{obs}^{ED}}{RR_{true}^{ED}}
\]

This statement holds without any assumptions about the nature of the unmeasured confounder. One could plot those values of \(RR_{EU}\) and \(RR_{UD}\) that would be required to explain away the effect estimate (or the lower limit of a confidence interval). To conduct sensitivity analysis with prespecified strength of the unmeasured confounder, \((RR_{EU}, RR_{UD})\), we can divide the observed relative risk and its confidence limits by \((RR_{EU} \times RR_{UD})/(RR_{EU} + RR_{UD} - 1)\), to obtain a point estimate and confidence limits of the lower bound of the true causal effect of the exposure \(E\) on the outcome \(D\). We will refer to the relative risk adjusted only for \(C\), when divided by the bounding factor \((RR_{EU} \times RR_{UD})/(RR_{EU} + RR_{UD} - 1)\) as the corrected relative risk. It is “corrected” in the sense that an unmeasured confounder cannot reduce the relative risk any further than what is obtained by division by its bounding factor. As an example, suppose we have an observed relative risk of 2.1 with a 95% confidence interval \([1.4, 3.1]\). If we consider an unmeasured confounder with \((RR_{EU}, RR_{UD}) = (2, 2)\), then the joint bounding factor is \(2 \times 2/(2 + 2 - 1) = 1.33\), and the corrected relative risk is 2.1/1.33 = 1.58 with a 95% confidence interval \([1.4/1.33, 3.1/1.33]\) = \([1.05, 2.33]\). Therefore, an unmeasured confounder with \((RR_{EU}, RR_{UD}) = (2, 2)\) cannot explain away the observed relative risk 2.1 or its lower confidence limit 1.4, i.e., it cannot reduce the point estimate and lower confidence limit of the relative risk to be smaller than 1. If we consider an unmeasured confounder with \((RR_{EU}, RR_{UD}) = (2.5, 3.5)\), then the joint bounding factor is \(2.5 \times 3.5/(2.5 + 3.5 - 1) = 1.75\), and an estimate for the lower bound of the true causal relative risk is 2.1/1.75 = 1.20 with a 95% confidence interval \([1.4/1.75, 3.1/1.75]\) = \([0.8, 1.77]\). Although the confounder with \((RR_{EU}, RR_{UD}) = (2.5, 3.5)\) cannot explain away the observed relative risk of 2.1, it reduces the original lower confidence limit 1.4 to 0.8 (i.e., less than 1). Note that we are not merely assessing a binary confounder, and we are not imposing the no interaction assumption. Moreover, we are not restricted to only assessing how much confounding can explain away an effect nor are we even assuming that there is a single unmeasured confounder (since \(U\) can be a vector of unmeasured confounders). The corrected estimates and confidence intervals above are applicable irrespective of the underlying confounder (or confounders). We can apply the technique to obtain a range of values for the true causal effect under different specifications of \(RR_{EU}\) and \(RR_{UD}\).

Table 1 shows the magnitudes of the joint bounding factor for different combinations of \(RR_{EU}\) and \(RR_{UD}\). The entries in the table for the joint bounding factor are the largest observed relative risks that such an unmeasured confounder could explain away. We can see from the table that the joint bounding factor is always smaller than both of \(RR_{EU}\) and \(RR_{UD}\), and much smaller than the maximum of them.

As a second important consequence of our main Result 1, we also show in eAppendix 2 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16) that once we specify one of the unmeasured confounding measures, for example \(RR_{EU}\), then to be able to reduce an observed relative risk of \(RR_{obs}^{ED}\) to a true causal relative risk of \(RR_{true}^{ED}\) the other confounding measure \(RR_{UD}\) must be at least of the magnitude

\[
RR_{UD} \geq \frac{RR_{true}^{ED} - RR_{obs}^{ED}}{RR_{EU} \times RR_{true}^{ED} - RR_{obs}^{ED}}
\]

For an unmeasured confounder to completely explain away the relative risk, i.e., reduce \(RR_{obs}^{ED}\) to \(RR_{true}^{ED} = 1\), once we specify \(RR_{EU}\), the other unmeasured confounding measure must be at least of the magnitude

\[
RR_{UD} \geq \frac{RR_{true}^{ED} - RR_{obs}^{ED}}{RR_{true}^{ED} - RR_{obs}^{ED}}
\]

For example, if we have an observed relative risk \(RR_{obs}^{ED} = 2.5\), and we specify the exposure-confounder
association $\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{obs}} = 3$. Then to reduce the observed relative risk to a true causal relative risk $\text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}} = 1.5$, the confounder–outcome association must be at least as large as $(3 \times 2.5 - 2.5)/(3 \times 1.5 - 2.5) = 2.5$; to completely explain away the observed relative risk (i.e., to reduce the observed relative risk to $\text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}} = 1$), the confounder–outcome association must be at least as large as $(3 \times 2.5 - 2.5)/(3 - 2.5) = 1.5$. The symmetry of Result 1 implies that a similar result also holds for $\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{obs}}$ with prespecified $\text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{obs}}$.

Third, we show in eAppendix 2 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16) that if both the generalized relative risks $\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{ED}}$ and $\text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{ED}}$ have the same magnitude, for an unmeasured confounder to reduce an observed relative risk of $\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}}$ to a true causal relative risk of $\text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}}$ both of the confounding relative risks must thus be at least as large as

$$\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{obs}} = \text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{obs}} \geq \left( \text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} + \sqrt{\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} (\text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}} - \text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}})} \right)/\text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}}.$$  

For an unmeasured confounder to completely explain away an observed relative risk of $\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}}$ (i.e., to reduce $\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}}$ to a true causal relative risk of $\text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}} = 1$), both $\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{ED}}$ and $\text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{ED}}$ must be at least as large as

$$\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{obs}} = \text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{obs}} \geq \text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} + \sqrt{\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} (\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} - 1)}.$$  

If one of the confounding relative risks is smaller than the lower bound above, we then know that the other one must be larger. Thus even if $\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{ED}}$ and $\text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{ED}}$ are not of the same magnitude, the maximum of $\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{ED}}$ and $\text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{ED}}$ must satisfy the inequality above. We then have the following “high threshold” condition:

$$\max(\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{ED}}, \text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{ED}}) \geq \left( \text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} + \sqrt{\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} (\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} - \text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}})} \right)/\text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}}.$$  

For example, to reduce an observed relative risk of $\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} = 2.5$ to a true causal relative risk of $\text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}} = 1.5$, the high threshold is $\left(2.5 + \sqrt{2.5 \times 1}/1.5 \right) = 2.72$; at least one of $\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{ED}}$ and $\text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{ED}}$ must be of magnitude 2.72 or above. To completely explain away an observed relative risk of $\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} = 2.5$, the high threshold is $2.5 + \sqrt{2.5 \times 1.5} = 4.44$; at least one of $\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{ED}}$ and $\text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{ED}}$ must be of magnitude 4.44 or higher to completely explain away the effect.

Fourth, the bias formula in (1) is relevant for an apparently causative exposure, which allows researchers to get lower bounds of the true causal relative risk given prespecified sensitivity parameters $\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{ED}}$ and $\text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{ED}}$. If the exposure $E$ is apparently preventive with $\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} < 1$, we can use the following formula to conduct sensitivity analysis:

$$\text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}} \leq \text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}} \times \frac{\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{obs}} \times \text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{obs}}}{\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{obs}} + \text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{obs}} - 1},$$  

where we modify the definition of $\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{obs}}$ as $\max_{k} \text{RR}^{-1}_{\text{EU},k}$ (i.e., the maximum of the inverse relative risks relating $E$ and $U$), or equivalently the inverse of the minimum of the relative risks relating $E$ and $U$. For an apparently preventive exposure, (2) allows researchers to obtain an upper bound of the causal relative risk $\text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{ED}}$ by multiplying the observed relative risk $\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}}$ by the joint bounding factor $\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{obs}} \times \text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{obs}}/(\text{RR}^{\text{EU}}_{\text{obs}} + \text{RR}^{\text{UD}}_{\text{obs}} - 1)$. We present the proof in eAppendix 2 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16), and omit analogous discussion based on (2).

Finally, all the results above are within strata of the observed covariates $C$ as would be obtained from a log-bimomial regression model or a logistic regression model with rare outcome. If averaged relative risk over the observed covariates $C$ is of interest, the true causal relative risk must be at least as large as the minimum of $\text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{ED}c}/\left(\text{RR}^{\text{true}}_{\text{EU},c} \times \text{RR}^{\text{obs}}_{\text{UD}c}/\text{RR}^{\text{ED}c} - 1\right)$ over $c$.  
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If we assume a common causal relative risk among the levels of \( C \) as in the usual log-linear or logistic regression with rare outcomes, then the true causal relative risk must be at least as large as the maximum of
\[
\frac{RR_{\text{obs}}}{RR_{\text{true}}} = \frac{RR_{\text{obs}}}{RR_{\text{true}}} \times \frac{RR_{\text{true}}}{RR_{\text{true}} - 1}
\]
over \( c \).

See eAppendix 2 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16) for further discussion.

**RELATION WITH CORNFIELD CONDITIONS**

Under the assumptions of a binary confounder \( U \) and the conditional independence between the exposure \( E \) and the outcome \( D \) given the confounder \( U \), Cornfield et al.\(^1\) showed that the exposure–confounder relative risk must be at least as large as the observed exposure–outcome relative risk:

\[
RR_{EU} \geq RR_{ED}^{\text{obs}}. \tag{3}
\]

Schlesselman\(^7\) further showed that the confounder–outcome relative risk must also be at least as large as the observed exposure–outcome relative risk:

\[
RR_{UD} \geq RR_{ED}^{\text{obs}}. \tag{4}
\]

We show in eAppendix 2 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16) that the classical Cornfield conditions (3) and (4) are just special cases of our result by letting one of \( RR_{EU} \) or \( RR_{UD} \) go to infinity in (1). Moreover, our results apply to general confounders not just binary confounders, and our results also apply to other possible values of the true causal relative risk of the exposure on the outcome. We are not restricted to only assessing how strong the unmeasured confounder would have to be to completely explain away the effect. Thus, for example, for confounding to reduce the observed relative risk \( RR_{ED}^{\text{obs}} \) to a true causal relative risk of \( RR_{ED}^{\text{true}} \), the unmeasured confounding measures have to satisfy

\[
RR_{EU} \geq RR_{ED}^{\text{obs}} / RR_{ED}^{\text{true}} \quad \text{and} \quad RR_{UD} \geq RR_{ED}^{\text{obs}} / RR_{ED}^{\text{true}}. \tag{5}
\]

Perhaps even more importantly with regard to Cornfield-like conditions, our main Result 1 not only leads to the conditions in (5) that both \( RR_{EU} \) and \( RR_{UD} \) must satisfy but also implies the following condition that the maximum of \( RR_{EU} \) and \( RR_{UD} \) must satisfy:

\[
\min(RR_{EU}, RR_{UD}) \geq 3,
\]

the high threshold is given by

\[
\max(RR_{EU}, RR_{UD}) \geq 3 + \sqrt{3 \times 2} = 5.45,
\]

and the joint threshold condition is given by

\[
\frac{RR_{EU} \times RR_{UD}}{RR_{EU} + RR_{UD} - 1} \geq 3.
\]

Thus, the low Cornfield threshold is 3, and so we know that we must have that both \( RR_{EU} \) and \( RR_{UD} \) be greater than 3 to explain away the effect. The high Cornfield threshold is 5.45, and so at least one of \( RR_{EU} \) and \( RR_{UD} \) must be larger than 5.45 to explain away the effect. Consider an unmeasured confounder with \( (RR_{EU} = 5.5, RR_{UD} = 3.1) \), they would exceed both the low Cornfield threshold (since \( RR_{EU} > 3, RR_{UD} > 3 \)) and the high threshold (since \( RR_{EU} > 5.45 \)), and we might thus think it can explain away the observed exposure–outcome relative risk. However, using our joint threshold condition in (1), an unmeasured confounder with \( (RR_{EU} = 5.5, RR_{UD} = 3.1) \) has a bounding factor \( 5.5 \times 3.1/(5.5 + 3.1 - 1) = 2.24 < 3 \) and thus such confounding could not explain away an observed relative risk of 3. We can see this from our result in (1), but
we cannot see this from the classical Cornfield conditions and even the new high threshold Cornfield condition. The Cornfield conditions, both low and high thresholds, although a useful heuristic, are not as useful for sensitivity analysis as our bounding factor. This is because there are scenarios, such as the one above, in which our bounding factor can rule out an estimate as due to unmeasured confounding, while the low and high threshold Cornfield conditions cannot.

ILLUSTRATION

Consider the historical study conducted by Hammond and Horn,\textsuperscript{13} in which the point estimate of the observed relative risk of cigarette smoking on lung cancer was \(RR_{\text{obs}}^{EU}=10.73\) with 95% confidence interval [8.02, 14.36]. Fisher\textsuperscript{14} suggested that the observed relative risk of the exposure \(E\) on the outcome \(D\) might be completely due to the existence of a common genetic confounder. The work of Cornfield et al.\textsuperscript{1} showed that for a binary unmeasured confounder to completely explain away the observed relative risk, both the exposure–confounder relative risk and the confounder–outcome relative risk would have to be at least 10.73. Let us now assume then that both the exposure–confounder relative risk and the confounder–outcome relative risk have the magnitude 10.73. The joint bounding factor is

\[
\frac{RR_{EU} \times RR_{UD}}{RR_{EU} + RR_{UD} - 1} = \frac{10.73 \times 10.73}{10.73 + 10.73 - 1} = 5.63.
\]

Even if we assume such a strong confounder, the point estimate of the causal relative risk of cigarette smoking and lung cancer must still be at least as large as \(RR_{\text{obs}}^{ED} \geq RR_{\text{obs}}^{ED}/5.63 = 10.73/5.63 = 1.91 > 1\), and the 95% confidence interval is \([8.02/5.63, 14.36/5.63] = [1.42, 2.55]\) with the lower confidence limit still larger than 1. Thus in fact, not even exposure–confounder and confounder–outcome relative risks of 10.73 suffice to explain away the effect nor the lower confidence limit. In fact, to explain away the point estimate of the observed relative risk 10.73, the magnitude of \(RR_{EU}\) and \(RR_{UD}\) should be at least as large as \(10.73 + \sqrt{10.73 \times 9.73} = 20.95\). And to explain away the lower confidence limit 8.02, these two confounding relative risks should be at least as large as \(8.02 + \sqrt{8.02 \times 7.02} = 15.52\). More generally, we can plot those values of \(RR_{EU}\) and \(RR_{UD}\) that would be required to explain away the effect estimate or the lower limit of the confidence interval. This is given in the Figure. To explain away the point estimate, the two parameters would have to lie on or above the solid line. To explain away the lower confidence limit, the two parameters would have to lie on or above the dotted line. These results hold without any assumptions on the structure of the unmeasured confounding. The numerical results above show that, by using the new joint bounding factor, it is even more implausible than using the Cornfield conditions that a genetic confounder explains away the relative risk between cigarette smoking and lung cancer.

\[\text{FIGURE. The areas above the two lines are the joint values of the exposure–confounder association } RR_{EU}\text{ and the confounder–outcome association } RR_{UD}\text{ that could be required to explain away the effect estimate 10.73 and the lower confidence limit 8.02.}\]

More generally, we could consider corrected estimates and confidence intervals for the effect over a range of different values of the sensitivity analysis parameters, \(RR_{EU}\) and \(RR_{UD}\), as in Table 2. The columns of Table 2 correspond to \(RR_{UD}\) and the rows to \(RR_{EU}\). The entries are the corrected estimates and confidence intervals for the effect under the different confounding scenarios. In general, a table like this one is most informative for sensitivity analysis. SAS code to carry out such a sensitivity analysis and to provide such a table is given in eAppendix 9 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16).

DISCUSSION

A crucial task in causal inference with observational studies is to assess the sensitivity of causal conclusions with respect to unmeasured confounding. In sensitivity analysis, because one is assessing the sensitivity of conclusions to the assumption of no unmeasured confounding, additional untestable assumptions may often seem undesirable and suspect to researchers. We have introduced a new joint bounding factor that allows researchers to conduct sensitivity analysis without assumptions, that is, we provide an inequality, which is applicable without any assumptions, such that the sensitivity analysis parameters must satisfy the inequality if an unmeasured confounder is to explain away the observed effect estimate or reduce it to a particular level. We can obtain a conservative estimate of the true causal effect by dividing the observed relative risk by the bounding factor; the method does not assume a single binary confounder or no exposure–confounder interaction on the outcome.
Previous sensitivity analysis approaches in the literature often relied on the assumption of a single binary confounder and no-interaction between the effects of the exposure and the confounder on the outcome. For example, Schlesselman’s formula is

$$RR_{EU} = \left\{ 1 + (\gamma - 1) P(U = 1 | E = 1) \right\} / \left\{ 1 + (\gamma - 1) P(U = 1 | E = 0) \right\}$$

for sensitivity analysis requiring specifications of $\gamma$, $P(U = 1 | E = 1)$ and $P(U = 1 | E = 0)$. Our result requires fewer assumptions and fewer sensitivity parameters (two rather than three). We further discuss in eAppendix 4 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16) that, under Schlesselman’s formula, if $P(U = 1 | E = 1)/P(U = 1 | E = 0)$ is constrained to be no larger than some limit $RR_{EU}$, then the maximum bias factor that can be obtained from Schlesselman’s formula is $RR_{EU} \times \gamma/(RR_{EU} + \gamma - 1)$, which is the same as our bounding factor. Thus, in this setting Schlesselman’s no interaction assumption does not strengthen the bounds; the no interaction assumption is unnecessary. Without the no interaction assumption, Flanders and Khoury12 and VanderWeele and Arnh3 derived general formulas for sensitivity analysis. However, unless the confounder is binary, these formulas require specifying a very large number of parameters. They also require specifying the prevalence of each confounder level. Flanders and Khoury12 derive bounds for the true causal relative risk for the exposed population which are potentially applicable without specifying the prevalence of the unmeasured confounder. However, without specifying the prevalence, their formula only leads to a low threshold Cornfield condition, and these bounds are thus much weaker than those in this article. We discuss further the relation between their results and ours in eAppendix 4 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16).

The relative risk scale is widely used for sensitivity analysis in epidemiology and elsewhere, but the risk difference scale is also often of interest and importance.11,15 We show, in Appendix 1, that similar conditions for sensitivity analysis also hold for the risk difference. If we use similar sensitivity parameters on the relative risk scale for the risk difference estimate, then we can derive similar lower bounds on the effects and determine how much confounding is required to explain away an effect or reduce it to a specific level. SAS code for this approach is also given in eAppendix 10 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16). We can also do sensitivity analysis for the risk difference using sensitivity parameters on the risk difference scale. Unfortunately, however, these conditions for the risk difference using risk difference sensitivity parameters then depend on the number of categories of the unmeasured confounder, and become weaker for confounders with more categories. This is not the case for sensitivity analysis of the risk difference (or the relative risk) if the sensitivity

| TABLE 2. | Bounds on Corrected Estimates, Lower Confidence Limits, and Upper Confidence Limits for Unmeasured Confounding (Each Cell Contains Bounds on Point Estimate, Lower and Upper Confidence Limits; Columns Correspond to Increasing Strength of the Risk Ratio of \(U\) on the Outcome; Rows Correspond to Increasing Strength of Risk Ratio Relating the Exposure and \(U\)) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 |
| 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 |
| 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 |
| 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 |
| 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 |
| 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 |
| 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 |
| 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 |
| 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 |
| 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 |
parameters themselves are expressed on the relative risk scale, in which case the bounding factor is applicable and is the same regardless of the number of categories. Due to this property, it is perhaps more suitable to conduct sensitivity analysis for the risk difference using sensitivity parameters on the relative risk scale. See Appendix 2 for further discussion.

The hazard ratio is widely used for analyzing data with time-to-event outcomes. In eAppendix 7 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16), we show that under the assumption of having a rare outcome at the end of follow-up, the same bounding factor also applies to the hazard ratio with the confounder–outcome relative risk replaced by the confounder–outcome hazard ratio. Likewise similar results also apply to non-negative outcomes (e.g., counts or positive continuous outcomes) by replacing the confounder–outcome relative risk by the maximum ratio by which the confounder may increase the estimate, and how much confounding would be needed to reduce the confidence interval, to include the null. We believe that if this were always done in observational studies, the evidence for causality could much more easily be assessed and science would be better served.

The new joint bounding factor \((RR_{EU} \times RR_{UD})/(RR_{EU} + RR_{UD} - 1)\) plays a central role in our sensitivity analysis approach, which, in turn, gives us a new measure of the strength of unmeasured confounding induced by a confounder \(U\). Our approach has the advantage of making no assumptions about the structure of the unmeasured confounder or confounders, and of delivering conclusions much stronger than the original Cornfield conditions.

In general, a table with many different possible sensitivity analysis parameters including values that are quite extreme, such as Table 2, will be most informative. However, at the very least, in any observational study, researchers should report how much confounding would be needed to reduce the estimate, and how much confounding would be needed to reduce the confidence interval, to include the null. We believe that if this were always done in observational studies, the evidence for causality could much more easily be assessed and science would be better served.

**APPENDIX 1**

**Conditions for the Risk Difference Using Sensitivity Parameters on the Relative Risk Scale**

As in the text, we assume analysis is conducted, and all probabilities below are, conditional on, or within strata of the measured covariates \(C\). Define the bounding factor as \(BF f = RR_{EU} \times RR_{UD}/(RR_{EU} + RR_{UD} - 1)\), the prevalence of the exposure as \(f = P(E = 1)\), and the probabilities of the outcome with and without exposure as \(p_1 = P(D = 1|E = 1)\) and \(p_0 = P(D = 1|E = 0)\). The causal risk differences for the exposed and unexposed populations are

\[
RD_{true}^{ED+} = p_1 - \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} P(D = 1|E = 0, U = k)P(U = k|E = 1),
\]

\[
RD_{true}^{ED-} = \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} P(D = 1|E = 1, U = k)P(U = k|E = 0) - p_0,
\]

and the causal risk difference for the whole population is

\[
RD_{true}^{ED} = \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} [P(D = 1|E = 1, U = k) - P(D = 1|E = 0, U = k)]P(U = k) = fRD_{true}^{ED+} + (1-f)RD_{true}^{ED-}.
\]
We show in eAppendix 5 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16) that the lower bounds for the causal risk differences are

\[ RD_{ED}^{obs} \geq p_1 - p_0 \times BF_U, \]
\[ RD_{ED}^{true} \geq p_1 / BF_U - p_0, \]
\[ RD_{ED}^{true} \geq (p_0 - p_0 \times BF_U) \times \left\{ f + (1 - f) / BF_U \right\} \]
\[ = (p_0 / BF_U - p_0) \times \left\{ f \times BF_U + (1 - f) \right\}. \]

Note that even without knowing \( f \), we can use the inequality \( RD_{true}^{ED} \geq \min(RD_{true}^{ED+}, RD_{true}^{ED-}) \) to obtain a lower bound for \( RD_{obs}^{ED} \).

As an example, suppose the probabilities of the outcome with and without exposure are \( p_1 = 0.25, p_0 = 0.1 \), and therefore the observed risk difference is \( RD_{ED}^{obs} = p_1 - p_0 = 0.15 \). If we assume that the unmeasured confounding measures are \( (RR_{EU}, RR_{UD}) = (2, 2) \) with the joint bounding factor of \( 2 	imes 2 \times (2 + 2 - 1) = 1.33 \), then the true risk difference for the exposed is at least as large as \( 0.25 - 0.1 \times 1.33 = 0.12 \), the true risk difference for the unexposed is at least as large as \( 0.25 / 1.33 - 0.1 = 0.09 \), and the true risk difference for the whole population is at least as large as \( \min(0.12, 0.09) = 0.09 \). If we further know that the prevalence of the exposure is \( f = 0.2 \), the true risk difference for the whole population is at least as large as \( 0.12 \times 0.2 + 0.09 \times 0.8 = 0.10 \).

The above results imply that, for an unmeasured confounder to reduce the observed risk difference to be \( RD_{true}^{ED+}, RD_{true}^{ED-} \), and \( RD_{true}^{ED} \), respectively, the Cornfield conditions for the joint bounding factor for the exposed, the unexposed, and the whole population, respectively, are

\[ BF_U \geq (p_1 - RD_{true}^{ED+}) / p_0, \]
\[ BF_U \geq p_1 / (p_0 + RD_{true}^{ED-}), \]
\[ BF_U \geq \left\{ \frac{RD_{true}^{ED} + p_0 (1 - f) - p_1 f}{2} \right\} \sqrt{\left\{ \frac{p_0 (1 - f) - p_1 f}{2} \right\}^2 + 4 p_1 p_0 (1 - f)}}. \]

Note that if the true causal risk difference is \( RD_{true}^{ED} = 0 \), the above conditions all reduce to \( BF_U \geq RR_{obs}^{ED} \). Suppose, again, the probabilities of the observed outcome with and without exposure are \( p_1 = 0.25, p_0 = 0.1 \), and the prevalence of the exposure is \( f = 0.2 \). For an unmeasured confounder \( U \) to reduce the observed risk difference of \( RD_{obs}^{ED} = 0.15 \) to a true risk difference of \( RD_{true}^{ED} = 0.05 \), the joint bounding factor resulting from the confounder must be at least as large as

\[ BF_U \geq \left\{ \frac{0.05 + 0.1 \times 0.8 - 0.25 \times 0.2}{2 \times 0.1 \times 0.2} \right\} \sqrt{\left\{ 0.25 \times 0.1 \times 0.2 \right\}^2} = 1.74. \]

Therefore, as in the text both of the confounding measures \( RR_{EU} \) and \( RR_{UD} \) must be at least as large as 1.74, and the maximum of them must be at least as large as \( 1.74 + \sqrt{1.74 \times 0.74} = 2.88 \).

The above results are useful for apparently causative exposures with \( RD_{obs}^{ED} > 0 \), which give (possibly positive) lower bounds for the causal risk differences. However, for apparently preventive exposure with \( RD_{obs}^{ED} < 0 \), we need to modify the definition of \( RR_{EU} \) as \( RR_{EU} = \max RR_{EU}^{1/0}(u) \). And we have the following analogous results on the upper bounds of the causal risk differences:

\[ RD_{true}^{ED+} \leq p_1 / BF_U - p_0, \]
\[ RD_{true}^{ED-} \leq p_1 / p_0 / BF_U, \]
\[ RD_{true}^{ED} \leq (p_1 / BF_U - p_0) \times \left\{ f + (1 - f) / BF_U \right\} \]
\[ = (p_1 / BF_U - p_0) \times \left\{ f \times BF_U + (1 - f) \right\}. \]

The results above are conditional on measured covariates \( C \). Due to the linearity of the risk difference, we can also obtain the lower bound of the marginal risk differences averaged over the observed covariates \( C \) using

\[ RD_{true}^{ED+} = \sum RD_{true}^{ED+} P(C = c | C = 1), \]
\[ RD_{true}^{ED-} = \sum RD_{true}^{ED-} P(C = c | C = 0), \]
\[ RD_{true}^{ED} = \sum RD_{true}^{ED} P(C = c). \]

In eAppendix 5 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16), we provide details and proofs for the results above, discuss statistical inference for the causal risk difference bounds under finite samples, and give formulas for how large the bounding factor would have to be to reduce an estimate or a confidence interval to 0 or to some other specified quantity. In the eAppendix (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16), we also provide software code to implement this sensitivity analysis approach for the risk difference.

**APPENDIX 2**

**Conditions for the Risk Difference Using Sensitivity Parameters on the Risk Difference Scale**

In Appendix 1, we considered sensitivity analysis for the risk difference with sensitivity analysis parameters on the relative risk scale. In this Appendix, we consider sensitivity analysis for the risk difference with parameters defined on the risk difference scale. Unfortunately, for the reasons described below, the results for the risk difference with parameters defined on the difference scale are not as practically useful as when the parameters are defined on the relative risk scale.

Let \( RD_{obs}^{ED} = P(D = 1 | E = 1) - P(D = 1 | E = 0) \) denote the observed risk difference, and
\[ RD_{EU}^{true} = \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} \{ P(D = 1|E = 1, U = k) - P(D = 1|E = 0, U = k) \} P(U = k) \]

denote the standardized risk difference.

Define \( \alpha_k = P(U = k|E = 1) - P(U = k|E = 0) \) as the difference in the probability that the confounder \( U \) takes a particular value \( k \) comparing exposed and unexposed. We use \( RD_{EU} = \max_{k \geq 1} |\alpha_k| \), the maximum of these absolute differences, to measure the exposure–confounder association on the risk difference scale, defined as the maximal risk difference of the exposure \( E \) on the confounder \( U \).

Define \( \beta_k = P(D = 1|E = 1, U = k) - P(D = 1|E = 1, U = 0) \) and \( \beta_k = P(D = 1|E = 0, U = k) - P(D = 1|E = 0, U = 0) \) as the difference in the probability of the outcome comparing the category \( k \) and 0 of the confounder \( U \) with and without exposure. Define \( RD_{UD,E=1} = \max_{k \geq 1} |\beta_k| \) and \( RD_{UD,E=0} = \max_{k \geq 1} |\beta_k| \) as the maximums of these differences with and without exposure, respectively. We use \( RD_{UD} = \max(RD_{UD,E=1}, RD_{UD,E=0}) \) to measure the confounder–outcome association in the risk difference scale, defined as the maximal risk difference of the confounder \( U \) on the outcome \( D \).

We first consider a binary unmeasured confounder. For binary confounder \( U \), the maximal risk difference \( RD_{EU} \) becomes the ordinary risk difference \( RD_{EU} \), and the maximal risk difference becomes the maximum of two conditional risk difference \( RD_{UD} = \max(RD_{UD,E=1}, RD_{UD,E=0}) \). We have that

\[ RD_{EU} \times RD_{UD} \geq RD_{ED}^{abs} - RD_{ED}^{true} , \]

which further leads to the following low and high thresholds:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min(RD_{EU}, RD_{UD}) & \geq RD_{ED}^{abs} - RD_{ED}^{true}, \\
\max(RD_{EU}, RD_{UD}) & \geq \sqrt{RD_{ED}^{abs} - RD_{ED}^{true}}. 
\end{align*}
\]

For categorical confounder \( U \), no simple form of the bounding factor is available, but we can still show that \( RD_{EU} \) and \( RD_{UD} \) must satisfy the following conditions:

\[
\begin{align*}
RD_{EU} & \geq (RD_{ED}^{abs} - RD_{ED}^{true})/(K - 1) , \\
RD_{UD} & \geq (RD_{ED}^{abs} - RD_{ED}^{true})/2 , \\
\max(RD_{EU}, RD_{UD}) & \geq \max\left\{ (RD_{ED}^{abs} - RD_{ED}^{true})/(K - 1), (RD_{ED}^{abs} - RD_{ED}^{true})/2 \right\}.
\end{align*}
\]

When \( K = 3 \) such as a three-level genetic confounder, these conditions reduce to

\[
\begin{align*}
\min(RD_{EU}, RD_{UD}) & \geq (RD_{ED}^{abs} - RD_{ED}^{true})/2 , \\
\max(RD_{EU}, RD_{UD}) & \geq \sqrt{(RD_{ED}^{abs} - RD_{ED}^{true})/2}.
\end{align*}
\]

The results above generalize previous results from the null hypothesis of no effect (\( RD_{true}^{ED} = 0 \)) to alternative hypotheses (\( RD_{true}^{ED} \) arbitrary). We show the proofs and extensions for the above results in eAppendix 6 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B16).

We can see from above that the generalized Cornfield conditions for the risk difference under alternative hypotheses depend on the number of categories of \( U \), and become less informative as the number of categories increases. Therefore, a binary confounder is not the most conservative case for sensitivity analysis with parameters expressed the risk difference scale. However, the Cornfield conditions for the relative risk do not suffer from this problem. Therefore, it seems that it is more appropriate to conduct sensitivity analysis with parameters expressed on the risk ratio scale, and a binary confounder is the most conservative case for sensitivity analysis with parameters expressed on the risk ratio scale.